
We manage your investments, but more

importantly, we manage your

investment risk.

Find your true risk tolerance with Potomac and avoid excessive stock market risk in your

portfolio. We help people across the country protect their investments with actively-

managed, personalized investment strategies.

LET'S TALK

Who We Serve

Investors Concerned about Market Risk

Generate market returns while putting in place safeguards against

extreme market loss from risk you can’t afford. Potomac has the

knowledge and guidance to keep your �nancial goals for

retirement on track.

403 (b) Plan Participants

Have a 403(b) through work but need help managing it? We

specialize in helping teachers, doctors, and nurses like you select

the right funds to match your risk preference and �nancial goals.
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Who We Are

We are team of professionals who believe in the strength of
small business.

As a �duciary and fee-only advisor, we sit on the same side of
the table as our clients to educate and deliver risk-managed
investment strategies, nationwide.

We believe most investors can’t handle excessive stock market
risk and their current investments are likely not aligned with
their risk tolerance.

We build strategies designed to help you invest in a way that
helps you reach your �nancial goals while also protecting you
from extreme losses.

Free Download: Learn the Hidden Risks of

Passive Investing

Most �nancial advisors push cheap, passive investments, but ignore the effects of risk on your overall

return. If you can’t afford major losses in your investments, you need to read this report.

GET YOUR COPY

Investment Strategies

Your goals are the same as ours: reduce investment risk and generate returns. We use a

sophisticated process to help us reach those simple, but important, goals. Potomac offers

tactical investment strategies that match your risk tolerance and share an underlying goal

of avoiding excessive losses.

Core

Income Plus

This strategy is designed to provide a stable, long-term

total return from current income and consistent capital

appreciation with a goal of achieving an absolute

return under all market conditions.

Guardian

This strategy is designed to provide consistent

conservative growth and preservation of capital by

participating in U.S. and international markets and to

limit portfolio volatility and risk of extensive loss.

Advisor Express

Explore

High Yield Plus

This strategy is designed to provide stable long-term

total returns from current income and capital

appreciation by participating primarily in high yield

bond investments, with a goal of achieving an

absolute return under all market conditions.

Bull Bear

This strategy is designed to provide moderate to

aggressive growth while participating in U.S. markets

both on the long (buy) side and short (inverse) side,

and to limit portfolio volatility and risk of extensive

loss.
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This strategy is designed to provide moderate growth,

using the Fidelity Funds universe, while participating in

U.S. and international markets and to limit portfolio

volatility and risk of extensive loss.

Navigrowth

This strategy is designed to provide moderate to

aggressive growth while participating in U.S. and

international markets and to limit portfolio volatility

and risk of catastrophic loss.

Knowing your tolerance for risk gets

you closer to protecting your

investments.

FIND YOUR RISK SCORE

How we get to know you:

To get the right answers you must ask the right questions! We get

to know your true risk tolerance by discussing your goals, �nancial

situation and how low your investments can go before you feel

uncomfortable.

How we put together a plan:

We analyze your current holdings and make a recommendation

based on your tolerance for risk. If you aren’t sure if your current

investments align with your risk tolerance, take our questionnaire

for a free analysis.

READ OUR BLOG

Request a Call Back from a member of our team
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Phone Number

Email Address

SUBMIT

Q U I C K  C O N TA CT

Address: 5 E. Dover St Suite 301

Easton, MD 21601

Phone: 888-768-6622

CLIENT LOGIN

L E G A L

Disclosures

Privacy Policy

ADV

Sitemap
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